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ABSTRACT

Since the creation of Pakistan all the Governments have slzown keen
intrest in the development of mineral resources for which various steps were
taken to accclarate and generate mornellturn in the d e v e l o p m e n t of minerals.
Iaspite of these efforts no concrete results were achieved.
The author being a member of tho .advisory committee o n planning for
mineral resources has observed some pitfalls which directly o r indirectly created
sluggish environment which caused the retardation in the development and
exploitation of mineral resources. In this paper the a u t h o r has attempted to
shed light on the impediments in order to generate a healthy climate for
strengthening the base to raise a structure in mhich the m i n e r a l s could get a
square deal for their economical and commercial exploitationThis paper was presented in a seminar held at Lahore and had a limited
circulation. The publication of this paper in this bulletin i s i-ntended for its
wider publicity both in pcivata and public sector in order to create 'awareness
for skittling the lopholes faced by the mineral-based industry,

INTRODUC? ION

The main thrust of Pakistan's development has all a l o n g been towards
the creation of bi-sectoral economy. Targets
for infrastructure-facilities as well
SUt:SSazfin-servlceindustries 6 a 3 %Fen
ervient to the needs of the two
leading sectors i. e. agriculture. and manufacturing. After p u m p i n g massive
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*Presented in National Seminar on Development of Mineral Resources,
La ho re, Pakistan, March 6-9-1978.

doses of investment in the expansion of irrigation facilities and taxtile industry

in the first round, repeat action was staged when much higher lavels of investment were justified for salinity control/reclamation projects and minorlmajor
modernisation of the manufacturing sector. he absorptive capacity for fund*
shown by these two sectors since independence is indeed remarkable. The
mineral sector had also held out a vast potential for expansion from the very
first day of independence, which aside froin offering vast prospects for accelerated growth of country's economy, the development of this sector would have
directly benefacted the relatively poor mountainous regions of the country i. e,
N.W.F.P. Baluchistan and Northern Areas. Somehow order of national
priorities determined for the successive five years development plans bar
consistantly placed mineral sector a t the tail end of the list.

The country has witnessed radicai. improvements, over a broad front, in
the socio-economic life during the past five years. It is, however, unfortunate
to mention that progress in mineral sector during 1970-75 has been extremely
poor and disappointing. It is imperative that the causes responsible for our
past failings are identified and the magnitude of chalieiiges that lie ahcad are
evaluated in their true perspective. Any effort at concealing true facts froru the
higher policy making authority would only impede the progress which the
government is determined to achieve within the shortest posribie time. The new
planning must, therefore, base its conclusions and future gnidelines on m
indepth analysis of the past and prevailing situation.

A GLANCE A T TEE PAST ACCOMPLISHMENTS
The following table highlights some of the trends in relation to the
development o f mineral sector in the recent past (source: Pakistan Economic
Survey, 1975-76 and ADP 1975-76and 1976-77)
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Tt is observed that contribution of mineral to GNP was 0.7 percent
during 1970-75 and had increased to 0.9 percent in 1975-76. On the other
hand proportion of public sector investment in mineral sector was only 0.3
percent during 1970-75 and has increased ro 0.4 percent in 1976-77. Average
investment for mineral development (including replacemtnts) in the public
sector was not more than 4.5 percent of the income earned (contributed) by
the mineral sector.
From the preceding analysis, it can be safely inferred that minerals'
doveloprnent in the country remained stagnant as usual with advene consequences for N. W. F.P., aluch'istan and the Northern areas as a result of
'lowest priority and minimum resources to this sector. The low priority
constraint has remained in forcq despite indications that marginal capital
output ratio in the mineral sector is extremely sttractive to justify large-scale
diversion of resources to thir rector,

CAUSES OF PAST FAIL
~nfra-Structure: The dominantly mountainous province3 contain
acme of tbe most promisin mincralizcd areas whieh lie in the unsymp
1.

inaccessible terrain. Mineral exploration in these, tho~lgh relatively expensive
and cu~bcrrome,.is yet very rcwh courageous in view of its economic minerals
s nd rocks potential, and further more, no major problem may bc expected to
arise ro rtall smooth survey and investigatinn, But after proving a mineral
deposit in such terrain, its large scale devclo~ment will have to absorb the
cost df providing the required Infra-structure. Consequently the discovery
and development of high volume low cost minerals will have a very little
economic impact. Even for high cost low volume minerals, small tonnages
of material requiring labour intensive operations, may not prove attractiva.

I

'

T h ~ imptdiment
s
could be overcome by the government during planning
for roads. and highways o r by scattering the industries in the mineralized
areas so that the cost in raising the desired Infra-structure could be diversified,
2, Investment: Lack of contiriiiity and stability in investment on
mineral development, both in the public and private sectors, had also con.
siderable impact on systematic and accelerated growth of mineral-based
industry in these provinces. Frontier Province, with meagre resources, ]la3
no sound and stable base to generate enough money to give due rhare to
minerals, and due to low priority constraiuts in the national planning on
mineral development, the funding from the Federal Govwnment was also not
liberal. '

t

The private scctor in the beginning did take enough in tcrest in minerals ,
but their participation could not bloom because of the inconsistatlcy in government planning which created legal and fiscal barriers. The excesses of
government agencies for acquiring special rights of some minerals ,:and
mineralized areas have also created a bad climate for private investment,
The bank loans which were so liberally advanc'ed to other industries have
more or leas remained thy in investing on minarals.
3. Planning: These provinces have lacked in having objective orient
lanning which could not fertilize the roots for proper growth of the mineral
ector. To develop a mineral industry, three important phases are t o be,.
planned successively. Firstly, mineral exploration where a deposit is searched,..,
reserve evaluated and graded, secondly to develop Infra-structures to open
the-mine for operation, and in the third and last phase the mineral is exploi
and maaketted. In the mountainous regions three categories of miner
depsits are recaded.

.

Those mineral deposits which are located in the accessible areas,
having proven reserves and are readily available for commercial
exploit ation.

i.

ii.
iii.

.

Mineral deposits which are commercially exploitable but lack of
Infra-structure forbids their immediate exploitation.
Minerals which occur s tiny showings associated with various
geological horizons. Currently these are not available i n workable quantity but geological setup warrants their occurrence in
large reserves at depth. 'This category of mineralization mostly
includes metallic minerals.

Thus the mineral development based on mode of mineralizations in
these provinces necessitates:-

i.

The proven and accessible mineral deposits where infra-structure
exists should be pla~lncd for exploitation, marketting, and for
setting up mineral-based industries.

ii.

TIiose mineral deposits which are proven but are located in the
inaccessible terrain may be examined for opening by providing
basic Infra-structures. In case, the time factor is involved then
planning can be diverted to conduct feasibility studies for
utilizing those minerals by setting up cottage industries in the
close vicinity of the deposits.

iii, The third category, where rurfioial mineral showings abound,
needs a sound planning for a detailed geological and geophysical
investigations for deciphering subsurface behaviour of mirieralization to pin point the location of exploitable deposits at depth.
Technological Constraints: Currently there are seven provincial and
federal organisations with their regional offices and headquarters established at
Peshawar and elsewhere who are erigaged in mineral exploration and development.
ost of them are understaffed and ill-equipped, some virtually with no basic
laboratqry facilities. There is no coordination with each other, as a result
there is overlapping both in the field and lab~ratory operations. The service
conditions o f the personnel manned by these organisations are not uniform
which further dzteriorated their working conditions and resulted in red-tapism
and inefficiency.
4.

In this connection the government policy for floating numerous mushroom
type organisations for mineral sector has also to be accounted for duplicity and
inefficiency. There is already dearth of specialists in various fields of geosciencer
in the country, and by creating these geo-organisations, we have divided a n d
diversified our higher skilled manpower resources,, which weakened the most
desired base, for promoting basic and fundamental research in mineral sector.
Pakistan is not lucky, as were some of t h i other countries of the world,
in having large metallic mineral deposits exposed on or near the s~arfnce. On
the contrary we have huge areas located in the northern and southern tips of
the country where several geological farmations have associations of numerous
metallic minerals. These surface showings, though not of economic importance
now, yet their very presence point out to various geological processes involved
in migrating the mineralized solutions from deep beneath to the surface. For
unravelling these hidden mysteries a stupendous task is ahead for the geoscicntists of this country to participate effectively for solving geological riddles and
this involves specialized research for which specialists are required.
MINERAL STRATEGY
If we have a glimpse of the mineral map of N. W. F. P. Baluchistan and
the northern mountainous areas, the known mineral deposits, as discussed
earlier, can be divided into the following three categories :

i. Minerals which occur in mineable reserves and some of them which
are accessible and are presently being mined: these minerals and
industrial rocks include; rock salt, gypsum, marbles, limestone,
serpentinite, quartzite, antimony, barite, orpiment realgar,
chromite, decorative and ornamental stoner, clays (china clay,
bentonite, fullers earth), carbonatite, dolomite, magnesite, feldspar,
garnet, lateriate, glass sand, iron ore, phosphate, quartz, slates,
soapstone, emerald, coal and a few others.
For these minerals the next stage towards their development is to:-

a) Prepare detailed mining plans to shed light on the present
methods of mining being employed and the future guidance to
develop and imp ove these techniques,

(b)

Mining equipment desired to mechanize mining operations
and whether these equipments are available in Pakistan or to
be imported,

(c) Cost of mining equipment including spares and replacements
for the future,
d)

Output of minerals per daylmonth by improvements in the
mining techniques,

e) Cost of production per ton of the minerals,

f)' Cost on raising/improving the infra-structure and
g)

An appraisal of the present demand of the minerals i n the
country and utilization of the surplus products.

The data collected during this study will provide a base for a
feasibility study on utilization of the minerals :

a) Whether adequate industries exist in the country to utilize
whole of the minerals produced,
b)

to prepare plans for setting up mineral-based industries, based
on the present and future indegeno'us demands and

c)

to collect details of the foreign country which import these
minerals for appraising their export potential.

ii. In the second category those minerals are listed where rurficial
occurrences are quite adequate and merit detailed investigations for
collecting more geological data to prove them economical o r discover
fresh deposits which are commercially exploitable. Some of the
known minerals which fall under this head are .:
alum, beryl, aqua m a rime, calacite, chromite, cinnabar, copper,
galena, chromite, graphite, bauxite, laterite, manganese, mica,
nickel, tungsten, vanadium, ochres, kyanite, rare earth, uranium,
rulphur, zinc, gold and a few others.
As far as spot checks and reconnaisancc type of geology is concerned, the
pcologis ts have already confirmed the mineralizations and mineral occurences.
But more detailed geological work relating to various geological episodes

responsible for their concentrations and precipitations, or in other words to
ascertain their evolutionary history, coupled with structural and stratigraphical
colltrols of mineralizations, are the desired lines of actiocs iihich are necessary
to appraise such deposits sciertifically. For being more vccal 1 would like to
cite an example that beryl and a q u a m a r i ~ eare associated with the pegmatites
whieh is their "mother rock". In Lutkho valley, in Upper Chitral, some
pagmatites have yielded these minerals. In Chitral, which is underlain by
Hindukush Mountain Ranges, there are many pegmatite bodies scattered all over
the terrain belonging to different geological ages. Now all the pegmatites may
n o t be mineralized, but some of them may have. By condu'cting detailed
geological mapping, a geologist, will be in a position to plot them and classify
them from each other on t h e basis of petrology and mineralization. Consequently, by this type o f work which is though time consuming, t h e approach to
investigation becomes more methodical and scientific for correlating the mineralized bodies and thus discovering the new deposits.
iii.

-

-

The third category of mineralization, discussed earlier also, is
associated with the igneous rocks and is related t o the igneous
provinces, which contain numerous metallic mineral showings.
These indications are exposed in systematic way in sequential
order and have widespread spatial coverage. Such areas are called
g districts
Metallogenetic Provinces or Districts. The f o l l o w i ~ ~such
occur in N.W.F.P. and the tribal area which are o u r future hope
for discovering metallic mineral deposits.

Chitral Metalloge~leticDistrict containing showings of antimony-lead-copper-iron-mnrcury-gold
-silver--molybdenum-f
ungs ten---.
Waziristan Metallogebetic District containing showings of chromitecop pkr-nickel -platin urn-iron--.
Khyber-~ohrnand Metallogcnetic District containing showings of
antimony-lead-iron-uranium-rare
earths--.

Hazara-~ower Swat Metallogenetic District containing, lead-ironcopper - uranium -- tungsten -- manganese - rare earths - ilmeniteMalakand-BaJ'aur Metallogenetic District containing showings of chromite
.
-nickel- iron-antimony-manganese-rare
earths-fluorite-.
~ o h i i t a nMeiarlogenetic District containing showings of . chroaite.
nickel-iron-copper-uranium-barite--,

These ate some of the known Metallogenetic Districts in this proviace
but still infoxmations about the mineral showings are scanty a s a result these
could not .be p,roperly spelt out*
Currently, the author from the Centre of Excellence in Geology, Univcrsity of Peshawar, is associating on a joint project with Said Badshah, Mineralogist, and JaHan Zeb Khan, Geologist, from Federally Administered Tribal
Aeas Development Corporation, to conduct mineral investigations in Waziristan
Metallogenetic District. To start with, a detailed examination of chromite and
copper is being undertaken. In one drill-hole in Shinkai area near Boy Scout
Post, North Waziristan, below 100. meters depth, chalcopyrite (copper ore)
mineralization has been confirmed consistantly upto 50 meters, Below this
horizon till 200 meters depth, six more copper mineralized pockets varying in
thickness from 2 to 7 meters are also encountered. It is too early to spell out
anything on economics ti11 the samples are thorougl~ly examined in the Iaboratory and nearly ten more drill holes are drilled to delineate the subsurface
mineralized area to estimate the reserve However, it may be confidently said
that the copper sulphide mineralization the type discovered near 8oya i n
Waziristan, always forms on a regional scale, and one may expect substantially
large deposit in this area.
.This cursory information on the copper find i n Waziristan has been
incorporated to limelight the potentials of Metallogenetic Districts for
discovering metallic mineral deposits.

FUTURE GUIDELINES

.

To trim the mineral industry for its healthy and quick growth in the
mountainous regions, the following guidelines may help to improve upon the
prevailing set-backs.

i. For a. scientific approach to mineral planning a cell namely
Mineral Appraisal and Evaluation, may be created to screen the
project propoials, advise on varioug ongoing mineral projects
being undertaken both in the private and public rectors, and to
asses accountability during execution and after completion of the
projects.

ii. A close liaison is r t c e ~ s z ; ~between the provincial and federal
planning cells on minerals to coordinate planning aud evade
-

overlapping.
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iij.

To coordinate the working of various provincial an
organisations working in these regions, and special heasures to
be adopted to increase their performance. This can be done by
the provincial Government by assigning them special mineral
project&and conducting periodic checks to asses accountability.

iv.

The private sector can play a complementary role in accelerating
mineral development in the poor provinces wberc ample funds
are not available in government exchequer. All the incentives
required to attract this sector should be provided for its healthy
growth for liberal investment.

v. The precious gem, like emerald and ruby, are very valuable
commodity for attracting foreign investment. Except the socialist
countries, no other country in the world having precious gem
deposits, exploit them through government agencies. Gemmining
is a sophisticated job which needs experience to develop pkifl,
Besides, to check iheft, special electroriic techniques are developed
to screen the miners while leaving the mine afcer work. It is
pity that we have ruined our precious resource by erroneous
planning and sheare neglect. Still time is ripe to invite foreigD
reputed firms to bid on joint ventures on Swat and Mohmand
emerald and Hunza ruby mines. These firms will not only bring
technical know-how but would enlarge the scope of foregin
investments i n other mineral ventures too.
vi.

Kohat, ~Mianwali;Sargodha, D. I. Khan, Jhelum and D. G. Khan
expose billiou of tons of gypsum deposit in their vast far flung
terrains. Very lirtle use is being made of this non-glamorous
industrial rock. Besides its numerous other usages, gypsum
plasters wallboard and tiles in building industries are most
popular in many countries of the world.

I n Pakistan due to quicker pace i n development, cement has become
scarce in the market and its price has also gone sky high, which is not in the
reach of a common man. It is recommended that lime and gypsum plaster
industries should be developed in the country as replacement for cement.
This will help to release pressure on indigenous demand of cement which is
a foreign exchange earner. Moreover its replacements, lime and gypsum

plaster, will be comparatively a much cheaper product which would greatly
help in economizing the developmental work in the country.
he lime and
gypsum plaster industries do not need heavy investment and could be developed
on cottage scale too. Most o f the gypsum deposits are located in the most
depressed partr of the Gountry and establishment of gypsum-based industries
will undoubtedly give momentum t o their economy.
vii. There is a need of a balanced growth of the two important phases
in mineral sector i. e. mineral exploration and evaluation, and
mineral development. Our past experience shows that 'as a result
of retarded pace in mineral exploration the country is still far
behind in bringing to limelight some of geologically important
areas which are known for their mineral potentials. This shortcoming may be further examplified by glancing a t our metallic
mineral resources. Besides chrornite of Muslimbagh in Baluchistan,
which walr diocovcred much before independence, no other economic
metallic mineral could be added drlring last thirty years, after
independence.

On the other hand, on mineral development side, a substantial part of the
investment in public sector has been made on the development and modernizing
mining of rock salt, Coal, gypsum, and limestone and the investment was
till the saturation point was reached. ~ h u sthe lion's share of the
investment on minerals in public sector was shared by a few industrial rocks,
which squeezed the chances of spatial growth o f mineral industry by deciphering
the known virgin mineralized terrains by adopting modern sophisticated
techniques, to discover and add new minerals to our present resources.
1

This problem has been created because of the bifurcation of the mineral
sector among the provinces and federal governments; mineral exploration and
evaluation remaining as federal subject, and mineral development being shared
by both federal and the provincial govern ments. Another snag in this set-up is
that the systematic exploration is being undertaken by one national geeorganisation, the Geological Survey of Pakistan, wheras for mineral devclopmcnt
there are nearly seven orgianisations.
a

This whole set-up needs revision and re-adjustment keeping in view the
-regional problems and their needs. For iastancc the N.W.F.P., Baluchistan,
.Tribal belt and the Northern areas which are dominantly mountaineous, contain

vast expanse af terrain, to be brought within the fold of a thorough geological
investigation for minerals and thus, their primary need is to have a good
scien.tif3c base for exploration.
When I talk of mineral exploration i t means by utilizing ultramodern
techniques with well established laboratories which are rather heavy on financial
side.
viii, I have already elaborately discussed about lack of specialization in
mineral sector, Those good old days have gone when amateurs
. used to dominate the scer?.e, A geologist used to cover most of the
fields of geology during field work, stretching from water problem
to metallic minerals investigation, and engineering geology to
geologically mapping of sedimentary, metamorphic, and igneous
terrains. Now ,the technological advancement has enabled a
geologist t o think of deeper horizon and confirnl the results with
sophisticated equipmcnts. This is the need of the present and
future generations because after exhaustirjn of the surficial mineral
resources, naturally Mankind is to probe deeper to harness them
for their survival. For this purpose a very sound scientific base
is to be created in this sector by producing specialists and handing
over to them the responsibility of this specialized job. Therefore
the government should ascertain that the inflow of tho specialists
in mineraI *sector is adequate and specialists are properly placed on
the projects which need specialized research.
r,

ix.

-

As discussed earlier that in mineral venture three phases are to

be planned and executed successively:
a. mineral exploration and evaluation.
b. mineral development and
c, mining a n d marketting.
Because of the bifurcation of the subjects .among the Federal
and Provincial Governments, there exists a vaccum between a-b
& c. For conducting feasibility studies and preparing development plans the access to the required information is 'not straight
and easy, There is no coordination between various geo-organisations, as 8 . -result no arrangerjoent exists for exchange of infor-

mations. This is one of the major drawbacks which has retarded
the growth of this sector and created chances of overlapping
and dupilcation. To nip this problem, centralized bureaus
should be established at the provincial and centre levels to pool
the periodic reports of various agencies, which should be properly
catalogued and should be made available to everybody for
reference.
x.

As a result of creation of so many geo-organisations in the country
for minerals in the public sector, a fiscal cootrol on their
expenditure has become imperative.
Every geo-organisation
should havea set programme and should be asked to prepare
project proposals which should be properly scrutinized by an
expert committee and due weightage should be based on short
term and long term economic merits. There should be a balanced
distribution between mineral exploration and development (I have
set aside mineral-based industry, which becomes t h e subject of
Ministry of Industry), which should follow the needs of the
regions. For instance Baluchistan, N. W. F. P,, Tribal belt
and the Northern Areas where a l o t o f basic geological investigations a r t desired to explore and discover new mineral deposits,
mineral exploration and evaluation s h o ~ l d be held on top
priority.
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